Child Abuse Reporting in MIS

**Q1:** Child's partner is more than three years older than the child.

- **Yes:** Report NOT sent
- **No/UK:** DFPS sends report to appropriate law enforcement jurisdiction
- **Not Asked:** DFPS takes report for CPS

**Q1a:** Child's caregiver was aware of the relationship and failed to make a reasonable effort to prevent it.

- **Yes:** DFPS takes report for CPS
- **No/UK:** DFPS sends report to appropriate law enforcement jurisdiction
- **Not Asked:** DFPS sends report to appropriate law enforcement jurisdiction

**Q2:** The act involved force or duress.

- **Yes:** Report NOT sent
- **No/UK:** DFPS takes report for CPS
- **Not Asked:** DFPS sends report to appropriate law enforcement jurisdiction

**Q2a:** The perpetrator was a relative, household member or caregiver.

- **Yes:** DFPS takes report for CPS
- **No/UK:** DFPS sends report to appropriate law enforcement jurisdiction
- **Not Asked:** DFPS sends report to appropriate law enforcement jurisdiction
Child Abuse Reporting in MIS

Optional Question | Response | Action
--- | --- | ---

**Q3:** Child’s partner is a registered sex offender OR has been convicted or adjudicated for a sexual offense.
- Yes
  - Report sent to DFPS
- No/UK
  - Report NOT sent
- Not Asked

**Q4:** Child’s caregiver allowed the child to engage in a sexual relationship conditional upon the caregiver receiving personal compensation.
- Yes
  - Report sent to DFPS
- No/UK
  - Report NOT sent
- Not Asked

**Family Demographics:**
Please provide any additional details regarding the incident being reported: This includes, but is not limited to:

1. Child’s address or some other way to locate (name of school, or directions to home if rural or P.O. Box)
2. Name of parent or caregiver, address (or directions to home if rural or P.O. Box), and phone number
3. Please provide any additional details, regarding the incident being reported: This includes, but not limited to (1) name, age, and relationship of the alleged abuser (if applicable), (2) the address or some other way to locate alleged abuser (if applicable).

*Note: If no other information is available, include the statement "I have no additional knowledge about the individual, situation or family. I prefer to be contacted at (enter email address)."*